Abstract

The body of research demonstrating the psychological and physiological benefits of mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) is robust and spans decades, yet its adaptation for a population at significantly higher-than-average risk of negative health outcomes, operational stress injuries, moral injury, and burnout is in its infancy. Failing to address these risks has costs not just for the well-being of public safety professionals (PSPs), but for their families, their agencies, and their communities. Public safety work requires a high standard of ethical decision-making and compassionate contact with the communities served. The public safety oversight of agency, government, and training institutes must prepare its professionals to deliver exemplary levels of service as well as establish trauma-competent training and support frameworks that are evidence-based to protect PSP well-being. Remediing historically ineffective training with evidence-based models not only addresses the complexity of operational stress injuries (OSIs) but also the needs of social justice reform.

Canada’s contribution to the body of research using evidence-based MBIs for PSP well-being is scarce. This literature review informs leaders, policymakers, change agents, and researchers not only of the need for such critical research in Canada, but of its current state and important considerations for its design. The efficacy of MBI is discussed, evaluating recent quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods studies towards charting a brief MBI (bMBI) logistically deliverable, attentive to the PSP cultural context needs and barriers, and which facilitates sustainable skill-building in attention, awareness, and compassion.
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Background

Canadian public safety professionals (PSPs)—police, fire, paramedic, corrections, civilian support workers and dispatchers—are at the front lines of human suffering and often blamed as inadequate, or unprofessional, when services fall short. A PSP experiences significantly higher-than-average exposure to critical incidents and trauma, exacerbated by high organizational stressors and cultural stigma inhibiting access to mental health support (Carleton et al., 2018; Carleton et al., 2020; Chopko et al., 2018; Fleischman et al., 2021; Ricciardelli et al., 2018, and Violanti et al., 2017). PSPs also suffer disproportionately from negative health outcomes such as depression, PTSD, cardiovascular disease, and autoimmune disease while being more vulnerable to suicide and moral injury (Carleton et al., 2017; Carleton et al., 2020; Fleischman et al., 2021; Papazoglou et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2016, and Violanti et al., 2017). Furthermore, PSPs may be epigenetically exposing their children to increased risk for anxiety, depression, and PTSD (Yehuda et al., 2005; Yehuda & Lehrner, 2018). Addressing these systemic issues requires a holistic approach and evidence-based training beyond the scope of researchers alone. It necessitates peeling back PSPs’ guarded culture curtain, and collaborating with researchers to co-create solutions and healthier, sustainable paths forward.

Problem Statement

There is limited research in general populations regarding brief mindful-based interventions (bMBIs). To date, there is no peer reviewed research utilizing an evidence-based MBI with Canadian PSPs—brief or otherwise. This is due to the impracticality of its typical 8-week program format; the lack of Canadian subject matter experts (SMEs); the lack of culturally competent and certified professionals to teach these interventions to PSPs; resistance from management personnel, and poor participant enrolment due to the inherent PSP cultural stigma around seeking mental health supports. The purpose of this literature review is to evaluate recent studies to inform
and encourage research development of bMBIs. Further, these bMBIs should target critical and efficacious components of established MBIs, be refined to logistically feasible formats, and address Canadian PSP agency-specific needs.

**Literature Review**

**The Canadian Public Safety Personnel Mental Health Landscape**

The Canadian federal government mandated an action plan and the creation of the Canadian Institute for Public Safety Research and Treatment (CIPSRT) to address operational stress injuries (OSIs) amongst PSPs (Oliphant, 2016). Cultural stigma is an identified barrier exacerbating the problem, as is the need for evidence-based research, federal leadership and oversight, and shared best practices between all levels of government and stakeholder agencies (Oliphant, 2016).

One of the CIPSRT’s first initiatives was to survey Canadian PSPs using self-report and validated tools to screen for mental disorder symptoms (Carleton et al., 2017). This study provides the first widespread data capture for a Canadian PSP sample and stresses the need for epidemiological study (Carleton et al., 2017). Carleton et al. found significantly higher rates of mental disorders in PSPs compared with the general population, and they found higher rates for federal police and paramedics than municipal police or fire agencies. Carleton et al. (2020) also examined causative stressors of PSPs using self-report validated instruments and they found that both traumatic events and stressors were associated with higher positive screening for mental disorders.

Ricciardelli et al. (2018) inductively analyzed themes from participants surveyed by Carleton et al. (2017). The derived themes paint a picture of compromised physical and psychological health, negative effects on family and relationships, and fatalistic attitudes such as helplessness, worthlessness, and being disposable (Ricciardelli et al., 2018). Ricciardelli et al.’s phenomenological examination points to systemic issues around a lack of evidence-based resourcing supports, PSP mental health cultural stigma, treatment-seeking barriers, and being over-scrutinized when taking needed leave.

There is a void in Canadian PSP research examining correlations associated with cultural stigma and accessing mental health supports and trainings. Understanding the DNA of this cultural stigma may provide clues on its mitigation. Krakauer et al. (2020) correlated stigma, service intentions, and mental health literacy and they found theoretical support for the notion that resilience training helps to minimize stigma and reduces other barriers to treatment support. Casas and Benuto (2022) linguistically analyzed trauma narratives from an online PSP support website in the United States identifying several themes: idealization and disillusionment of the job, accumulated trauma exposure, trauma sequelae, and mental health stigma. Casas and Benuto’s findings align with other PSP research around empathetic distress, burnout, and high rates of mental disorders and underscores the need and desire amongst PSPs for peer support and top-down modelling for desigmatization (Carleton et al., 2017; Carleton et al., 2020; Krakauer et al., 2020; Ricciardelli et al., 2018).

**Canadian Public Safety Personnel Mindfulness Research**

There is a near void of published data with Canadian PSPs on mindfulness measures and the use of MBI interventions due to a lack of SMEs in this research field and a lack of stakeholder buy-in and coordination. Stevenson (2018) used purpose sampling to measure mindfulness using the FFMQ-15 (Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire-15; Christopher et al., 2016) in a British Columbia municipal police force from each recruit and experienced member samples. Fleischmann et al. (2021) critically contribute to MBI research in Canada by building on Kaplan et al.’s (2018) research regarding the correlational relationship of mindfulness and self-compassion facets with occupational stressors. Unlike Kaplan et al., who noted that non-reactivity moderated the perception of stress with occupational stressors in a US sample, Fleischmann et al. did not. Fleischmann et al. found that non-judging moderated operational stressors in a Canadian PSP sample. Fleischmann et al.’s ongoing research will likely contribute as the first peer-reviewed published data of an MBI with a Canadian PSP sample. Sylvan (2021) is currently exploring contemplative practice amongst Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) senior police leaders through an exploratory phenomenological approach. One of the aims of Sylvan’s research is to identify actionable priorities for policing regarding mindfulness and meditation training.

**Public Safety Personnel Mindfulness-Based Intervention Research**

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) was developed by Jon Kabat-Zinn and is an evidence-based group intervention combining meditation practices, experiential exercises, and psychoeducation that has demonstrated efficacy spanning decades (Boyd et al., 2018; Grossman et al., 2004; Khoury et al., 2015). The majority of PSP and similar occupation mindfulness-based research is in American populations using MBSR-based frameworks but adapted for high-demand professions.

Mindfulness-Based Resilience Training (MBRT) has a strong research foundation specific to PSP populations but is limited to US populations. Several pilot and feasibility studies utilized MBRT and demonstrated promising results (related to resilience, well-being, aggression, psychological flexibility, distress tolerance, alcohol use, sleep improvement, and burnout) and its researchers are now developing and replicating MBRT in larger, randomized control trial (RCT) samples (Christopher et al., 2016; 2018; 2020; Eddy et al., 2021; Grupe et al., 2021; Kaplan et al., 2020; Trombka et al., 2018). Eddy et al. (2021) used grounded theory methodology to assess MBRT in a US municipal police sample aimed at improving resilience to combat chronic occupational stressors. Participant experiences aligned with quantitative findings related to the beneficial effects of the body scan and mindful movement (Colgan et al., 2016) but also with Canadian PSP research findings around cultural stigma as a hindrance to treatment-seeking (Carleton et al., 2018; Carleton et al., 2020; Krakauer et al., 2020; Ricciardelli et al., 2018). Although thematic saturation wasn’t reached, Eddy et al.’s findings are consistent with other research on the mechanics correlating the mindfulness facet of non-reactivity with improved interpersonal relations, the PSP health benefits of increased mindful awareness for distress tolerance, and the need for ongoing booster sessions for improved functioning and emotional regulation (Kaplan et al., 2020; McDonald et al., 2022).

Grupe et al. (2021) conducted an RCT utilizing validated instruments and measured cortisol awakening response (CAR)
with a PSP sample. In addition to improvements in mental health, distress tolerance, and sleep quality, Grupe et al. found reduced CAR, which was maintained at a 3-month follow-up. Grupe et al. also found evidence of PTSD symptom reduction. In an RCT using psychometric instruments, Trombka et al. (2018) used Mindfulness-Based Health Promotion (MBHP) with Brazilian PSPs and found empirical evidence across both quality of life and psychological domains which was consistent with Christopher et al. (2016), Grupe et al. (2021), and Fitzhugh et al.’s (2019) findings. The professional demands of the military are like PSP occupations in both trauma exposure and their need for cognitive resilience. As such, research in these populations helps inform PSP research. Jha et al. compared Mindfulness-Based Mind Fitness Training (MMFT) to a positivity training program (PT) of a military personnel sample pre-deployment to Afghanistan. Jha et al. found the MMFT group sustained significantly less degradation in working memory than the PT group and they maintained better task performance (Jha et al., 2020). Jha et al. suggest MBIs should be considered for other high reliability/high stress professions to promote cognitive resilience.

Delivery Modes and the Efficacy of Brief Mindfulness-Based Interventions

Wahbeh et al. (2014) qualitatively analyzed data from a US cross-sectional online survey of 500 participants to assess preference types for meditation programs. Recruiting included purposive sampling to capture more PTSD-diagnosed individuals (Wahbeh et al., 2014). Internet was the preferred delivery mode (43%), followed by individual (38%), and group intervention at 20% (Wahbeh et al., 2014). Research is limited for bMBIs—whether in-person or online. Colgan et al. (2016) qualitatively assessed data from 102 PTSD-diagnosed US military veterans who participated in an RCT including bMBIs of a 20-minute body scan and a 20-minute mindful breathing practice over 6 weeks. Of note, PTSD symptom improvement was reported more in the bMBIs groups than in the non, and the breathing-specific interventions were endorsed by participants to improve sleep quality (Colgan et al., 2016). These findings highlight key areas to target in the development of bMBIs—namely a focus on attentional breath practices and interoceptive practices like the body scan. Sleep deprivation and disruption is an occupational hazard and an unavoidable reality of the 24-hour nature of PSP work. Colgan et al.’s correlational finding between breath practices and improved sleep is an area for future PSP research focus. The Resilience@ Work Mindfulness Program (R@W) was a cluster RCT with Australian fire and hazmat personnel. The protocol used six online, self-paced sessions over 3.5–6 weeks combining Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT), and compassion training with participants primarily recruited by peer support teams (Joyce et al., 2019). Joyce et al. measured several domains using validated psychometric tools and saw moderate to large effect sizes for resilience scales, which were maintained at a 6-month follow-up. Also using an online delivery model, Fitzhugh et al. (2019) conducted an RCT from five UK police agencies assigned to a wait control group, Headspace, or Mindfit Cop (MC) intervention groups. Fitzhugh et al. assessed well-being, resilience, mindfulness, absenteeism, and job control using validated psychometric tools. Improved sleep, distress tolerance, focus and feeling supported were noted while barriers identified were scheduling, lack of quiet rooms, unit assignments, cultural stigma, and technical issues (Fitzhugh et al., 2019). Fitzhugh et al. follow-up interviews were also conducted with the MBI groups, and findings highlighted participant increases in awareness, reflection, and recognizing autopilot behaviour.

The COVID-19 pandemic transitioned a lot of training and mental health programs to online formats both for the general population and for PSPs. McCall et al. (2021) thematically analyzed why PSPs access specific online programs, and they found that most participants learned of programs from PSP professional affiliations; they accessed them due to convenience, affordability, and to mitigate cultural stigma barriers; and they were motivated to learn coping strategies to manage symptoms. These findings highlight why PSP skills-based resilience training is a vital need in a variety of delivery formats. Stelnicki et al. (2021) used a mixed-methods design of a cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)-based intervention to longitudinally measure outcomes related to mental health disorders, social support, resilience, emotional function, shame, and stigma in early career PSPs. Stelnicki et al. then analyzed qualitative data using NVivo software, finding the program was well-received, enhanced awareness and resilience, and improved social connections, which was consistent with the study’s quantitative findings. A suppressed social engagement system is a facet of PTSD and OSIs. Improving social connections is a foundational component in Polyvagal Theory and it is critical for a regulated autonomic nervous system (Porges, 2021).

Future Implications

Based on CI/PsRT research of well-being need, Canadian MBI research should prioritize higher-risk groups such as paramedics and the RCMP. MBIs should be ethically informed by best practices, include trauma-competent mindfulness practices, and be delivered by culturally informed and qualified trainers in logistically accessible formats. RCT recruitment may improve, and cultural stigma be mitigated by purposive sampling of cluster-randomized peer and leadership participant populations to help build program champions—which in turn will enhance future PSP participant enrolment.

Future PSP research should endeavour to replicate MBRT in randomized clustered samples, targeting recruit academies, provincial and federal PSP agencies, and varying delivery methods from in-person immersion, to hybrid immersion/virtual boosters, to purely online but under 6 weeks in duration. These studies can extend beyond quasi-experimental to RCT designs and include both phenomenological and grounded theory qualitative designs to truly refine the intervention to best serve diverse Canadian PSP populations.

CONCLUSION

The efficacy of MBIs with general populations is well established. A strong research foundation now exists with PSPs and the much-needed application of MBIs for Canadian PSPs to improve well-being and to protect against inherent occupational stressors. The well-being of PSPs is critical not just for public safety but for a sustainable workforce. The landscape of Canadian PSP health and well-being is better
informed by the centralized efforts of the CIPSRT and its deficit of research is shrinking. But Canada is still falling short of implementing evidence-based programs to protect PSPs. This is exacerbated by the toll taken by the COVID-19 pandemic, which further diminished already limited staffing resources. MBIs are feasible, scalable, and efficacious solutions to protect and strengthen PSP well-being, to enhance ethical decision-making, and to address a social justice crisis that needs disarming.
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